
 
 
 

KNEE APPLICATION GUIDE 
 

The following is only a suggested treatment protocol developed and provided by the licensed practitioner community and provided 

for information purposes only between peers. Each patient should be consulted and appropriate treatment offered for the specific 

indications by a licensed practitioner. Please administer in accordance with current FDA guidelines and regulations. 

 

 
 

RICHGEN I   1 ml   Use your visual device when injecting 

 

Irritate the joint to initiate inflammatory response.  This will allow the flowable 

allograft signaling cells to recognize the extent of the area that needs regeneration. 

- Extra Corporeal Shockwave Therapy – recommended to breakdown calcium deposits 

- Radial Pulse Therapy 

- EPAt Laser – TaG, Diode 

- Coblation 

- Needling 

- Trephining 

- Movement 

 

Inject a small amount of 1% preservative free lidocaine sub-cuticular with a 30-gauge 

needle.  Then take 3cc of lidocaine without epi and inject small amounts with a 23-

gauge needle through into the joint.  Inject minuscule amounts into the joint.  Keep the 

needle in and remove the syringe.  You may have to hold the needle with a Kelly 

clamp to keep it in place.  Thaw the RICHGEN 1 ml in your palm for 3 - 4 minutes (do 

not shake) and add 2 ml of normal saline or patient PRP to the syringe. Saline is 

preferred so the signaling cells are not distracted by something in the PRP. Then draw 

RICHGEN into the syringe with an 18-gauge needle (do not shake).  Connect the 

syringe to the 23-gauge needle being held at the joint.  Inject the fluid slowly into the 

joint.  Inter and peri articular is recommended and into the knee blood vessels to feed 

into the cartilage, meniscus, patella area, etc.  Remove the needle with syringe and 

apply pressure for 2 minutes.  Do not ice. Repeat same to different knee area or 

proceed to the other knee, if needed. 

 

Prohibited Dilutants:  Glycerol (eg. Grafton DBM), Glucose Solutions (eg. D5NS), 

Epinephrine, Lidocaine/Marcaine with preservatives, Lidocaine/Marcaine in joints, 



Chemical debridement (eg. Santyl) or in IV or with intra-arterial injections. 

 
 

 

The following are not allowed for three days prior and for 8 weeks after injection treatments: 

No Aspirin  No Advil  No Aleve 

No Ibuprofen  No Naproxen  No Icing 
 
 

Each patient responds differently based on a variety of factors. The RichSource product line represents – RICHGEN – that remains 

consistent in quality and preservation protocols for each application. Being undifferentiated pluripotent signaling cells results are 

beyond limited multipotent cord blood implantation for joints. The above suggestions are not to be interpreted or relied upon as a 

medical diagnosis and treatment protocol as each patient may require custom applications. Multiple treatments may be required. 

Each treatment for a patient should be under a licensed physician consultation and recommendation independent of this guide or 

website content, products or representative’s statements and should be in accordance with FDA current guidelines and regulations. 

 

 
 
 


